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5 missions currently active

+ MAGIC



Going higher in Energy : a brief History of g-ray 

Trackers 

SAS-2

COS-B

EGRET

OSO-3

SAS-2 COS-B

EGRET

AGILE

Fermi-GLAST

1972-73 1975-82

1990-98

2007…

2008…



11,762 g-rays

E>50 MeV

1,151,662 g-rays E>50 MeV 43,109,003 g-rays E>50 MeV

207,213 g-rays

E>50 MeVCOS-B (‘75-’82) SAS-2 (‘72-’73)                      

EGRET –GRO- 1990-’98  
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Counting gamma-ray sources: the 3FGL catalog



Fermi Highlights and Discoveries

GRBs

Fermi Bubble

Novae SNRs & PWN 

Blazars

Radio Galaxies

LMC & SMCStar Burst  Galaxies 

Gamma-ray Binaries

Globular Clusters 

Sun: flares & CR interactions

Pulsars: isolated, binaries, & MSPs 

TGFs

e+e- spectrum

8



Fermi source catalog

In the Universe, Blazars dominate

Within our Galaxy, pulsars are the most numerous

(Unknowns are everywhere, but most likely galactic)



The Fermi catalog is dominated by AGNs….



Fermi & pulsars

a success story



g-ray PULSAR CENSUS



Not just an increase in number 

Diverse Family



It took 20+ 

years to 

understand 

Geminga. 



Gamma-rays, CRs and supernovae: smoking gun evidence



At long last!! a p0 bump in the W44 spectrum



To hunt the CR sources…multimessenger

Protons produce g-rays and neutrinos



~10 km

γ

“Shower”

Imaging Air Cherenkov Tecnique

1.4°

140 m

UV-optical reflecting 

mirrors focussing flashes 

of Cherenkov light 

produced by air-showers 

into ns-sensitive 

cameras. 

For E=1 TeV (EC ≃ 80 MeV)
Xmax ≃ X0 ln ( E/EC ) / ln 2 
hmax = h0 ln(XA/Xmax) ➡ 5 km

1st Interaction:

X0 ≃ 40 g/cm2

pair = 9/7 X0  ≃ 50 g/cm2

X = XA e –h/h0 and XA ≃ 103 g/cm2

hpair = h0 ln(XA/pair) ➡ 20 km

C(max) = acos (1/n) ≃ 1.4°



How to do better with IACT arrays?

Simulation:
Superimposed images from 
8 cameras

●More events

‣More photons = better spectra, 

images, fainter sources

✓Larger collection area for 

gamma-rays

●Better events

‣More precise measurements of 

atmospheric cascades and hence 

primary gammas

✓Improved angular resolution

✓Improved background rejection power

➡ More telescopes!



Major IACT Instruments

TACTIC

MAGIC

HESS

VERITAS

VERITAS Arizona, USA 1800 m asl

4 telescopes of 12m diameter 

fully operational from fall 2007  

MAGIC Canary Islands 2200 m asl

2 x 17m telescopes. Magic I in operation since 

Oct 2003, Magic II first light shown at ICRC09

Dec 2003: 4 telescope commissioned

Dec 2014: HESS II commissioning?

HESS Namibia 1800 m asl

HESS I: 4 telescopes of 12m diameter 

HESS II: 28 m diameter



VHE gamma-ray source discovery rate

H.E.S.S.

MAGIC

VERITAS



~200 TeV sources

tevcat.uchicago.edu/



Optical
+TeV

Each object is a cosmic particle accelerator…





Theme 1: Cosmic Particle Acceleration 
 How and where are particles accelerated?

 How do they propagate?

 What is their impact on the environment?

Theme 2: Probing Extreme Environments 
 Processes close to neutron stars and black holes? 

 Processes in relativistic jets, winds and explosions? 

 Exploring cosmic voids 

Theme 3: Physics Frontiers – beyond the SM
 What is the nature of Dark Matter? How is it distributed? 

 Is the speed of light a constant for high energy photons?

 Do axion-like particles exist? 

WHY?



Science-optimization under budget constraints:
 Low-energy g high g-ray rate, low light yield

➜ require small ground area, large mirror  

 High-energy g low g-rate, high light yield

➜ require large ground area, small mirror

large 7 km2 array of 

small telescopes,

~km2 array of

medium-sized

telescopes

few large telescopes 

for lowest energies

~70 SSTs

~25 MSTs plus

~24 SCTs extension

4 LSTs

HOW?



WHO? CTA Consortium
Spokesperson Werner Hofmann (Heidelberg)

Co-spokesperson René Ong  (UCLA)

May 2018



WHERE? CTA Sites

Argentina

Chile - ESO

La 

Palma 



Chair Consortium Board



• INAF contribution to CTA?

ASTRI 



Why ASTRI?

Name given by 

Nanni Bignami:

ASTRI

Astrofisica con Specchi a Tecnologia Replicante Italiana 

Astrophysics with Mirrors via Italian Replication Technology

(No mirrors, no party!)



SST-ASTRI
end-to-end  prototype



Need for hardware simplication

To cut operation and maintenance costs



Efforts on going to 

reach consensus

on a common SST design 



INAF is eager to start



tomorrow:     CTA


